FULL STACK DEVELOPER
Office location – Angel, London. Can also work from home part-time.
Benefits: Pension, Healthcare, Competitive salary, Flexible working hours,
28 days holiday, Equity in the company (EMI), Join a team of clever people
doing something worthwhile
This is a great opportunity to join a technology first startup with a big focus
on Natural Language Processing. We’re developing our own active learning
algorithms and IP and building them into Enterprise SaaS solutions. We're
looking for someone special to join our small but ambitious team.

Why you should join us
Our Beta product has attracted high profile investors and we’re currently
trialing with some large FTSE 100 companies, so there’s a good chance of
success.
We’re funded by some successful UK tech entrepreneurs, and have a strong
board of techy ex-bluechip VP’s. Which means there are plenty of
experienced and knowledgeable people involved.
Our core technology is patent pending, this is a marketable piece of
technology that sets us apart from the competition.
We’ve won numerous grants from Innovate UK, and most recently won a
place with Go-To-Grow to take our product to the US.

Who should apply?
A talented full stack developer, with a minimum of 3 years experience
working with AWS and Python.
Someone who likes a challenge and isn’t afraid of risk. Can see the potential
for the technology we’ve built, and is motivated by owning equity in the
company in which they work.

What the job entails
You’ll have complete freedom to act in a way that you believe is best for
the company. You’ll have a genuine say in the way the business is run, and
the environment in which you work. You’ll be encouraged to identify
problems and solve them; and to seek out new opportunities and pursue
them
Your work will focus on maintaining our BI platform, building and deploying
new features, and working on 3rd party integrations. You must be a
confident individual and experienced working in an agile team.
- Work with NLP and ML team to deploy algorithms into main product
- Manage API infrastructure within AWS
- Write reusable, clean code with performance and simplicity in mind
- Some Javascript work for our NodeJS and React platform
- Test creation & completion
- Code review
- Assist in architectural decisions
- Give input for product development

Technology you’ll be working with
Backend:
Docker
AWS (cloud front, route53, elastic beanstalk, s3 and lambda, SQS, SNS
(push notification) and SES (email))*
micro services
ES6 with babel and browserify
NodeJS**
MongoDb
Redis
Python*
Frontend:
React**
Alt
Sass
Bem
Familiar with TDD and test coverage (mocha and istanbul)
Occasional extras
Mixpanel
Chrome extensions
Bot Framework or similar
*Experienced

** Familiar/comfortable with

We see great potential in NLP technology and are pushing the boundaries
of its applications. We are looking for candidates who are independent
thinkers and passionate about building world-class products.
If you’re interested contact:
jack@skim.it

